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Like it or not, your �rm needs a social media presence in order to stay in touch and make 

an impact in your community. Every day more and more people are utilizing social media 

to get information, �nd new businesses, and engage with others. If your �rm isn’t there, 

you’re likely going to miss out on the opportunity to build relationships and be seen as the 

expert.

This guide will break down the most popular social media networks and how your �rm 

should be using them. 

In today’s marketing landscape, you need to be able to stay top-of-mind AND show that 

you’re a source of reliable information. We are all so bombarded by content from every 

industry competing for our attention that it’s easy to become distracted and forget 

about the people and businesses we were genuinely interested in. In fact, a recent 

Microsoft study found that attention spans have dropped by 25% over the last few years 

down to just 8 seconds! 

That means you’re easily forgettable, regardless of how great you think you and your �rm 

are.

How do you combat that? By constantly showing up in front of people. And where are 

people spending the most time? Social media!

Social media isn’t like the advertising methods of past decades where you plaster your 

face, phone number, and tagline all over billboards, buses, and television commercials. 

Social media is dynamic and interactive. People are in control of what they consume, and 

many platforms have algorithms designed to subconsciously give people more of what 

they want. 

That means if you’re constantly self-promoting, people will tune you out and you’ll be less 

likely to appear on people’s feeds.

On the other hand, if you’re using your expertise to your advantage and acting as a source 

of information, people will be more likely to stick around.

Why Is Social Media So Important?Why Is Social Media So Important?Why Is Social Media So Important?

What to PostWhat to PostWhat to Post

https://www.ranieriandco.com/post/changing-attention-span-and-what-it-means-for-content-in-2021#:~:text=A%20recent%20study%20by%20Microsoft,in%20just%20a%20few%20years.


Here’s how it works: Most platforms use native algorithms that put the things you like in 

front of you by curating content based on particular subjects. The pro�les measure how 

long people watch particular videos and assume you’re interested in a particular subject 

or type of content based on a variety of criteria like: 

Using that information, platforms like Instagram and TikTok will put more content you 

seem to like in front of you and less of the things you scroll past. 

So let’s say you’re a business lawyer. A social media user who consistently watches, 

engages with, and follows posts and accounts that are talking about ways to build, grow, 

and run a business will, over time, have their algorithm mostly display that type of 

content for them. The algorithm assumes that this user is likely a business owner (or plans 

to start a business one day). Here’s where your content comes into play.

Pop Quiz — Which type of content do you think that social media users will be more likely 

to engage with?

A post that acts as a commercial for 

your �rm, explaining that you’re a 

business lawyer and to give your �rm a 

call for any legal needs.

A post speci�cally outlining three 

legal protections every entrepreneur 

must have in place to avoid disaster in 

their business.

Average watch times on video posts 

The types of accounts you view and follow

Whether or not you like or comment on posts



4.1 million videos 4.1 million videos 

watched on YouTubewatched on YouTube

4.1 million videos 

watched on YouTube 456,000 tweets sent456,000 tweets sent456,000 tweets sent

46,740 photos posted 46,740 photos posted 

on Instagramon Instagram

46,740 photos posted 

on Instagram
293,000 posts 293,000 posts 

on Facebookon Facebook

293,000 posts 

on Facebook

If you’re not posting at least daily, you’re not going to e�ectively stay top-of-mind. 

Consider these statistics from influencer , who calculated the amount of Bernard Marr

data being posted to social media every MINUTE:

See what we mean by how easy it is to be forgotten? But this is where everyone is hanging 

out and it’s where you need to be as well. You need to be posting daily and to multiple 

platforms.

How Often to PostHow Often to PostHow Often to Post

The answer is B! People aren’t going to be directly looking for their next lawyer, 

accountant, or other professional service providers on social media. They’re looking for 

information. If it comes from an expert like you, you’ll immediately be on their radar, 

which could ultimately mean you win their business down the road as long as you 

continue to stay top-of-mind.

https://bernardmarr.com/how-much-data-do-we-create-every-day-the-mind-blowing-stats-everyone-should-read/


In the social media world, Facebook is still the most widely used social media platform. 

Nearly 3 billion people around the world use Facebook monthly, and 54% of Americans 

have an account. That means there’s a really good chance your potential clients are 

there.

You’ll want to  and post your content there. While you set up a business page for your �rm

can certainly post your �rm’s content to your personal page, you’re also likely going to be 

mixing in aspects of your personal life and interacting with your closest friends and family 

as well. You want to make sure that your personal and professional lives are separate.

Make sure your business page has your �rm’s logo, contact information, and any other 

appropriate information. 

The biggest drawback of Facebook’s business pages is that, unlike the content you post 

to your personal page, there is no real guarantee that everyone who follows your page 

will see it. In fact, if you don’t have any Likes or Followers on your page, no one is going to 

see your �rm’s content unless they go to your page directly or you Boost posts.

To start, make sure you invite any friends, colleagues, and other connections to Like or 

Follow your business page. If you have an email list, send out an email blast with a link to 

your page and an invitation for them to Like it. This will ensure at least some people will 

see your content.

But there’s still a problem with Facebook: Not everyone who Likes your page will see 

everything you post. That’s why it might be in your best interest to Boost your �rm’s 

posts in order to expand your reach and get as many eyeballs as possible on your content. 

We’ve seen that boosting a post for just $1 at a time can increase the visibility by 5x!

Just be careful about what posts you’re boosting. Facebook has gotten very sensitive to 

certain types of content.  Words like 

Page Setup: 

Growing Your Audience: 

and other “identifying characteristics,” as Facebook puts it, will result in your post 

getting flagged and the Boost getting denied. 

“divorce,” “arrest,” “bankruptcy,” 

FacebookFacebookFacebook

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/473994396650734?id=939256796236247


The Five Biggest MISSED Internet Marketing Opportunities MostThe Five Biggest MISSED Internet Marketing Opportunities MostThe Five Biggest MISSED Internet Marketing Opportunities Most

If a picture is worth a thousand words, a video is worth ten thousand. It’s not rocket 

science… the reality is that most people would prefer to watch a video than read a wall of 

text. So featuring video on your website is a great way to give them the information they 

need, in a userfriendly format. 

And, you can then leverage the video by posting it on YouTube, and on social media sites 

like Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. Video content leads to excellent engagement on 

social media and can result in a great deal of tra�c to your website.

What kind of videos should you shoot? We recommend two kinds: �rst, a general 

introductory video for your website in which you introduce yourself and talk about how 

your �rm can help your clients. Then, we recommend a series of short, conversational 

videos in which you answer common questions or provide valuable information that your 

target market is looking for.

Too many flags can result in the suspension of your ad account. (This is a great reason to 

let a marketing company handle your social media for you so you don’t have to worry 

about things like this!)

A quick note on engagement: Most marketing companies will tell you that a sign of a 

successful social media presence is a ton of engagement (likes, comments, and shares). 

For the legal industry in particular, however, that’s not going to be the case. Legal content 

on social media is often very sensitive and not something people want to openly engage 

with unless you’ve reached influencer status and your posts constantly go viral. The key 

engagement metric to look for is click-through rate; otherwise, just focus on your overall 

post reach.

Too many flags can result in the suspension of your ad account. (This is a great reason to 

let a marketing company handle your social media for you so you don’t have to worry 

about things like this!)

Most marketing companies will tell you that a sign of a successful social media presence 

is a ton of engagement (likes, comments, and shares). For the legal industry in particular, 

however, that’s not going to be the case. Legal content on social media is often very 

sensitive and not something people want to openly engage with unless you’ve reached 

influencer status and your posts constantly go viral. The key engagement metric to look 

for is click-through rate; otherwise, just focus on your overall post reach.

A quick note on engagement: 



Before the COVID-19 pandemic, LinkedIn was stagnant. Now, LinkedIn is experiencing a 

revival in the professional world and has quickly grown into a very popular platform. If 

your �rm does a lot of B2B work, this is the platform for you. According to Findstack, 

LinkedIn generates 3x more conversions than other platforms and outperforms Google 

Ads on cost-per-click by 28%.

LinkedIn’s advantage over other social media platforms is that people use LinkedIn with a 

more professional mindset. People connect with others with the intention of forming 

potential professional relationships. For industries that thrive on referrals, LinkedIn is 

your social media gold mine.

Unlike Facebook, you can get away with your personal pro�le being your primary 

presence because almost all of the content on LinkedIn relates to a person’s professional 

life. However, you do have the option to create a  for your �rm, and it’s Business Page

something we recommend you do, especially if you’re involved in other professional 

endeavors outside of your �rm.

Page Setup: 

Also unlike Facebook, LinkedIn doesn’t limit your content. If people are logged in and 

looking at their feeds, there’s a great chance they’ll see your content (however, if 

someone has a lot of connections, your content could still get missed if it’s been a while 

since you last posted). 

One neat feature with LinkedIn is the ability to upload an email list and have LinkedIn seek 

out all of the pro�les with matching emails. From there, you can add these people as 

connections, who will then be able to see your content. 

Growing Your Audience:

LinkedInLinkedInLinkedIn

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/linkedin-pages


Admittedly, Twitter is going to be the place where you’re least likely to make meaningful 

connections. However, Twitter is arguably the place people go to most often for news 

and information. As with Facebook, it’s best to separate your personal thoughts from 

your professional information. Have a dedicated Twitter account for your �rm and use 

that to post your informative content.

Why Bother?
If there isn’t as much of a chance to create meaningful opportunities on Twitter, why 

bother? First, it’s all about credibility. When people �nd out about your business, they’re 

going to look you up online. After looking at your website, they’ll look at your social media 

presence. If it’s an option, Twitter is the �rst place they’ll go because the user experience 

and framework is simpler and easier to digest compared to Facebook and LinkedIn.

Second, it’s not di�cult to also post your content to Twitter if you’re already posting it to 

Facebook and/or LinkedIn. You can even utilize free or low-cost programs like Hootsuite, 

Sprout Social, or Zoho Social to post to all three platforms at once. 

You don’t need to create unique content for every platform. You can post the same exact 

thing across multiple platforms. Why? Because the same people that follow you on 

LinkedIn likely aren’t also on Twitter, and vice versa.

Diversify and multiply your content to reach as many people as possible. That’s the key to 

success! You can group Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter together as part of your social 

media strategy and build a robust presence without stretching yourself too thin.

Hashtags rule Twitter. While other platforms utilize them, they aren’t nearly as 

ubiquitous to a platform as they are to Twitter. Even adding just two hashtags to your 

tweets can increase visibility by 50%. 

Bonus tip:

TwitterTwitterTwitter



When social media �rst started, it was mostly text-based status updates. Over time, 

people came to prefer more visually stimulating content, which ultimately gave rise to 

Instagram.

If your �rm is going to use Instagram, your content strategy will need a few tweaks. First, 

you have to use images or videos. You can’t just write up a quick blurb and send it out. It 

needs to have some sort of visual attached.

Luckily, you can use a program like Canva to create free, good-looking graphics that you 

can post. However, the real draw of Instagram is the photographic element. 

You don’t need to be an expert photographer, but your Instagram strategy should 

incorporate some behind-the-scenes elements of your �rm. What’s a day in the life like? 

What are you and your �rm up to? Did you have a team activity, attend an event, or close a 

case? Take pictures and share them on Instagram!

Edit Profile

FollowFollowersPost

InstagramInstagramInstagram



DON’T ROLL YOUR EYES AND SKIP THIS PAGE! If you think TikTok is just for teenagers and 

silly dance trends, you’re wrong!

TikTok is increasingly becoming a place where people are learning all kinds of hacks and 

other information that help them in all areas of their lives. That includes �rm owners who 

hop in and share quick videos explaining legal or �nancial concepts. In fact, it’s arguably 

the #1 platform right now to directly showcase your expertise.

And while you can certainly have fun with it and pair your knowledge with a dance or a 

trending audio clip, some of the most successful TikTokers simply push record, drop their 

knowledge, and move on. You can even cross-post the video content you create to 

Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn for maximum exposure!

TikTokTikTokTikTok



The �ve platforms mentioned so far are the standards. It’s where everyone is hanging out 

and where you’ll get the biggest reach. However, there are additional options to 

consider:

Google seems to change this platform every other year. What started as Google+ turned 

into Google My Business and is now just referred to as a “Google Business Page” that is 

connected to your Google Maps listing. 

While we’re not huge believers in SEO and its importance to your overall marketing 

strategy, keeping an updated Google Business Page is important. Even more, you have 

the option to post content to these pages in the same way you post to Facebook, 

LinkedIn, and Twitter. The aforementioned programs like Hootsuite and Zoho Social have 

integrations to post to Google Business Pages, so if you’re using those, it won’t hurt to 

include this in your strategy.

Some people will call YouTube a social media network, while others call it a search engine. 

At the very least, your �rm should have a YouTube channel where the videos you make 

should be uploaded and stored. Don’t embed anything directly onto your website, 

always use the YouTube embed.

But even beyond the standard YouTube platform, you can also utilize YouTube Shorts, 

the platform’s response to TikTok and Instagram Reels. If you’re already creating content 

for TikTok, go ahead and post it to Shorts as well!

Other PlatformsOther PlatformsOther Platforms

Google  My BusinessGoogle  My BusinessGoogle  My Business

YouTubeYouTubeYouTube



Contact  

to learn more! 

Interested in learning more? 

Spotlight Branding provides a robust social media strategy that includes daily content 

posted to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google Business, and Instagram, including 

custom graphics for your posts. 

Although Pinterest has more users than Twitter, the way content is presented may create 

headaches for �rms that aren’t worth it. Even more, 77% of active Pinterest users are 

female, which may impact your strategy depending on your audience. The real hiccups 

arise because the image sizing and content on Pinterest is generally very di�erent from 

other platforms, meaning you have to make extra e�ort to uniquely post to Pinterest. 

Unless you have a dedicated marketing sta� with the capacity to do it, Pinterest won’t 

make much sense for your �rm.

Solutions@SpotlightBranding.com

Need Help?

PinterestPinterestPinterest

Solutions@SpotlightBranding.com
Solutions@SpotlightBranding.com
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